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Why Litera Transact?
Apply innovation to every stage of the deal lifecycle to enhance productivity, mitigate risk, and 

provide clients with a seamless and transparent experience. Litera Transact brings flexibility, speed, 

and certainty to legal transactions by centralizing and simplifying checklists and status reporting, 

tracking documents, tasks, and versions, and automating the signature management and closing set 

creation processes.

One platform to better 
manage all your deals
Litera Transact is a transaction management 
platform that enables legal teams to securely 
manage all aspects of corporate transactions 
with dynamic checklists and automated 
signing management and closing set creation.

Dynamic Checklists
Collaborative, customizable checklists enable you to streamline the management 
of tasks, diligence requests, issues, and transaction documents. Easily set roles and 
permissions, and instantly identify item status and the responsible party through 
searches, filters, and status labels.

Automated Signature Management
Assemble—and perfectly format—signature blocks, pages, and packets for all relevant 
signers, and automatically update tracking as signatures are captured.

Instant Custom Closing Sets
Create closing books in minutes—not days or weeks. The table of contents is 
automatically generated and can be easily edited to create closing books in the 
preferred format for each transaction and for specific stakeholders.

https://www.litera.com/
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Compare document  
changes in seconds
Compare and save any two  
versions of Word and PDF files in  
your checklist, view changes online, 
and download comparison files in  
Word or PDF format, all without  
leaving Litera Transact. 

Update variables  
with just a few clicks
Easily update variable information,  
such as closing date, purchase  
price, and more, by entering the  
new information just once. Litera 
Transact will then autofill the 
appropriate field on every  
document within your checklist.

Deal data on demand
Quickly generate reports on actions 
performed at the organization and deal levels 
and on detailed user information, providing  
a comprehensive audit trail and visibility.

Deal cloning for new deals
Avoid the time-consuming re-population of 
deal information by cloning entire deals—the 
documents, signer information, signature 
page formats, and more.

One Transact Platform,  
Multiple Use Cases
Litera Transact can be deployed for any type  
of corporate transaction, including M&A,  
venture financing, banking and finance,  
real estate, and restructuring.

Additional Features

“I’ve never experienced this with the transactions that I do: the same day we closed 
a transaction with Litera Transact, we were able to send out original closing sets.”

Marc Latman 
Partner, Smith, Gambrell & Russell, LLP

For a closer look, visit www.litera.com or request a demo.

https://www.litera.com/
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https://www.litera.com/request-a-demo/

